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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF A RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY SETUP
Al-Izaybawee, Ammar
M.Sc., Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department
Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Göksel Durkaya
Co-Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Kurtuldu
September 2018, 54 pages

Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive optical measuring technique using
nonlinear light interaction with materials. It is one of the main spectroscopic
techniques used to identify the molecular structure and chemical substances of a
sample from their spectral signatures. In this thesis, a homemade Raman
spectrometer has been constructed for studying metallurgical specimen. The system
has been calibrated using standard organic samples and used for analysis of thin film
coatings. Throughout the text, possible scanning design concepts were also discussed
which might be employed in analysis of large samples and mapping analyses.

Keywords: Raman, Raman spectroscopy, Raman spectrometer, homemade Raman
setup, Software interface, QT framework, C++.
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ÖZ

Özgün Bir Raman Spektroskopi Sistemi Geliştirilmesi
Al-Izaybawee, Ammar
Yüksek Lisans, Metalurji ve Malzeme Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Danışman: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Göksel Durkaya
Eş-danışman: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Hüseyin Kurtuldu
Eylül 2018, 54 sayfa

Raman spektroskopisi, materyallerle doğrusal olmayan ışık etkileşimini kullanan
tahribatsız bir optik ölçüm tekniğidir. Bir numunenin moleküler yapısını ve kimyasal
maddelerini spektral imzalarından tanımlamak için kullanılan başlıca spektroskopik
tekniklerden biridir. Bu tezde, metalurjik numuneyi incelemek için ev yapımı bir
Raman spektrometresi geliştirilmiştir. Sistem standart organik numuneler
kullanılarak kalibre edilmiş ve ince film kaplamalarının analizi için kullanılmıştır.
Metin boyunca, büyük örneklerin analizinde ve haritalama analizlerinde
kullanılabilecek olası tarama tasarım kavramları da tartışılmıştır.

Anahtar kelimeler: Raman, Raman spektroskopi, Raman spektrometre, ev yapımı
Raman sistemi, Yazılım arayüzü, QT çerçeve, C++.
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“A man ought to read just as inclination leads him; for what he reads
as a task will do him little good.”
-Samuel Johnson
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Background
Inelastic light scattering phenomenon which is also known by the name of
Raman scattering or Raman effect, was first observed in 1928 by the Indian
physicists Raman and Krishnan[1]. Raman spectroscopy is now almost 90 years old
since its first discovery. When the Raman effect was first discovered, the
instrumentation implied in the procedure was very crude and rudimentary, Sir C. V.
Raman used the light from the sun as his source of excitation and a telescope to
collect the light[2].

Continuous improvements to the Raman instruments and components began
to take place in the later years. Researches devoted to finding better excitation
sources was carried out in the earlier stages of this technique, many sources were
developed such as (lead, helium, zinc, bismuth) lamps, these were later proved to be
unfit for this purpose for their low intensity.

In the 1930s mercury lamps[3] were designed which were fined suitable for
the Raman technique. Later in 1939 A mercury burner was developed by Hibben[4],
Subsequent improvements were applied to the mercury burners by Rank and
McCartney during 1984[5].A mercury source of excitation was introduced
commercially for Raman instruments by Higler Co., this source was constructed
from a Raman tube surrounded by four lamps. Welsh et al [6] developed a source that
was known as the Toronto Arc, which was a mercury excitation source that is
considered an improvement to the Higler Co. lamp.

The advent of laser technology was the most important factor in the
development of the Raman technique which dates back to the first laser that was
invented by Maiman in 1960. Raman instruments began replacing their mercury arc
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sources with this high power and truly monochromatic light source. This brought a
major breakthrough to the Raman instrumentation for the reason that the laser is not
only significantly more intense than any previous light source, but it was a
collimated and narrow beam which was efficiently and easily used with optical
components.

During the 1960s especially in 1962 more development of laser sources was
taking place for the purpose of Raman spectroscopy, lasers such as Kr+ (337.4 676.4 nm) and Ar+ (351.1 - 514.5 nm) were available. Eventually, the Nd:YAG laser
with a wavelength of (1064 nm) was developed, this laser was utilized for the FTRaman technique which will be discussed in the later chapter. This technique was
used with samples that exhibit fluorescence when used with laser in the visible range.

Following the laser presentation into Raman instruments, photomultipliers
were introduced which replaced photographic plates, and spectrographs prism was
replaced by scanning grating spectrometers. Furthermore, an elaborate technique of
using multiple monochromators, double or triple, was introduced in 1977 by Kiefer
and later the charge coupled devices was first used for Raman in 1987 which led to a
considerable development in Raman spectroscopy.

In 1973 at the University of Southampton, UK, The first ever observation of
the SERS (Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy) of pyridine spectrum, they
pyridine was absorbed on electro-chemically roughened silver. Basically this
technique enhances the Raman scattering of molecules that are absorbed on
roughened metal surfaces. Single molecule SERES was reported by Kneipp et al.
[7]in 1997.

The technique of 3D CARS (Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy) was
successfully used in 2005 for tissue imaging in vivo. The phenomenon that CARS is
based on was first reported by two researchers that worked in the Scientific
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Laboratory of Ford Motor Company , P. D. Maker and R. W. Terhune in 1965. The
name CARS (Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy) wasn’t used until almost
10 yeas later, when researchers at Stanford University assigned it to that Technique
in 1974. Since that time, this nonlinear optical sensitive vibrational technique has
been regularly called CARS.

In 2015 CARS combined with SRS (Stimulated Raman Scattering) was
utilized to image intracellular storage of cholesterol using a cholesterol Raman active
probe (D38-cholestrol) developed at the University of California[8].
1.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is one of the main spectroscopic techniques employed in
the detection of vibrations in molecules. It is based on Raman scattering, which is
used to provide information on the structure and properties of molecules. Materials
can be identified through their special spectral patterns, samples is possible to be
examined in several physical states; such as liquids, solids or vapors. Although
Raman spectroscopy is less extensively applied than IR spectroscopy for the fact that
there are issues with sample degradation and fluorescence, the technique has had
some major advances in instrument technology and reduced the issues greatly, the
ability of Raman to test samples with little to no preparation, samples as aqueous
solutions, and samples within glass vessels, led to great interest and quick
advancement in the employment of this technique.

The Raman technique is mostly utilized in chemistry to analyze molecules
and study the chemical bonds of these molecules. The vibrational frequencies
detected in Raman spectroscopy are specific to the chemical bond of a molecule, this
provides each molecule a certain Raman active band which is used to identify
molecules in a compound.
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Raman spectroscopy is is one of the most prominent analytical solutions used
for the applications of quality control. For example Raman spectroscopy is becoming
the goto measurement tool for pharmaceutical applications extending from verifying
raw materials to the monitoring of the process of the drug production to finally
quality control of products.

Another application of Raman spectroscopy is the medical field which
became one the targets of Raman spectroscopy for the reason that it is a nondestructive technique which makes it suitable for the diagnostics of biological
materials.
1.3 Basic Theory
Photons of light could undergo scattering, absorption when they hit a surface
of a matter or sometimes just pass through the matter with no interaction at all. When
the photon is closely similar to the energy difference between the high energy state
and the ground low energy state of a molecule , photon absorption could occur and
the molecule is elevated to a new state with higher energy than the one it existed on
before, this energy change is calculated in spectroscopy techniques relying on
absorption by detecting the loss in the energy of the radiation source. Photons also
have the ability to interact with a molecule and scatter away. Observation of the
scattered photon can be carried out by gathering light at different angle to the
incident beam, and given that there is no energy absorption taking place from
transitions which required energies similar to the one of the excitation source, the
efficiency scales as the fourth power of frequency of excitation light[9].

One demonstration of this phenomena is the blue color of the sky, which is
blue owing to the fact that blue light has higher energy than red light, this leads to its
scattering off particles and molecules in the atmosphere with higher efficiency.
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This is the basic understanding of how Raman scattering works, more about
the theory of Raman scattering will be discussed in the later chapter which will go
into detail of the multiple transitions taking place between the energy states.
1.4 Objectives
Traditional Raman spectrometers that can be found on the market are mostly
designed to be used with medical and pharmaceutical applications, most of them are
not suitable for metallurgical applications and can not detect specific metallurgical
vibrations. The objective of the study is to develop a Raman spectrometer for the
Metallurgical Department of Atilim University, to be used to detect metallurgical
samples such as Boron Nitride.

Most conventional Raman spectrometers available in the market only provide
single point measurements, this is not convenient when measuring metallurgical
samples, especially while measuring samples like Boron Nitride, this compound is
mostly produced as thin films, these films might contain more than one crystal
structure, the Cubic Boron Nitride (c-BN) has very high hardness which is only
second to diamond, for that reason it can be used to coat machining tools to improve
their performance by minimizing the wear effect inflicted during operation.
However, films of Boron Nitride may also contain Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN),
this lattice structure has low hardness because it incorporates a graphite-like crystal
structure, this structure gives the compound properties similar to graphite which is
quite soft.

So as a solution for this, a scanning spectrometer that has the ability to scan
the whole area of a Boron Nitride film and create a surface map, which is then used
to identify which spots contain c-BN and which contain h-BN. The main objective of
this study is constructing a homemade scanning Raman spectrometer using relatively
cheap parts that can produce high quality spectra that are in agreement with the other
spectra collected through the use of other Raman spectrometers.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Theory of Raman Scattering
When a monochromatic radiation that has the frequency v! 0 is incident on a
sample, some of it is scattered. Radiation that is scattered will contain radiation with
the same frequency of the incident light (Elastic scattering/Rayleigh scattering),
besides radiation of different frequencies (Inelastic scattering/Raman scattering). The
basic idea of the inelastic Raman scattering can be outlined as follows: When a
photon of energy hv
! 0 interacts with a molecule, this interaction may lead to the
annihilation (virtual absorption) of that initial photon and at the same time a new
photon which has the energy h(v
! 0 − vM ) will be created, When this happens,
molecules on which scattering occurs will transition to an energy state higher by
! M, this state is usually an excited vibrational state[10].
hv
If the molecule is originally in the excited state, scattering that leads to
annihilation of the initial photon of energy hv
! 0 and create of a new photon of energy
! 0 + vm ) can also be observed. This scattering will also have the molecule
h(v
transition to a state of energy lower by hv
! M . Since the molecular energy can be
quantized, losses in photon energy can also be quantized. Therefore, information
gathered in the vibration Raman spectra is comparable to those included in the IR
spectrum, however, due to the difference in the rules which are employed in the
selection, both spectra are often significantly different in details. Scattered radiation
with frequencies lower than the incident frequency is usually analyzed in practical
analytical applications. However, some Raman measurements (e.g. utilizing
Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering - CARS) the radiation with frequency higher
than that of the incident frequency is analyzed[10].
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The scattering that happens without change in frequency is called Rayleigh
scattering, and the one with change is called Raman scattering after its discoverer
C.V. Raman.

A Raman spectrum is constituted from the Raman lines, which are the new
scattered frequencies, the Raman lines resembles the Raman spectrum collectively.
Scattered Raman bands with frequencies less than incident frequency

(v
! 0 − vM ) are referred to as Stokes bands, and frequencies greater than the incident
frequency (v
! 0 + vM ) as anti-Stokes Raman bands. According to Stokes’s law,
frequency of fluorescent light is always smaller or at most equal to that of the
exciting light. Thus, Raman Stokes lines correspond to Stokes’ Law and Raman antiStokes’ lines are those that contradict it[10].
Characterization of a radiation is usually done by its wavelength (λ)
! .
However, in spectroscopy, since we are interested in the interaction of radiation with
the state of the molecule that is being examined and this is usually being explained in
terms of energy, it is often convenient to use frequency (v)
!
or wavenumber (ϖ)
!
,
which are linearly related with energy. The relationship between these scales are as
shown below:

λ! = c /v

(2.1)

v! = ΔE /h

(2.2)

! = v /c = 1/λ
ϖ

(2.3)

From the Equations (2.1)-(2.3) it is clearly shown that energy corresponds to
the reciprocal value of wavelength. (Figure 2.1) represent the wavelength spectrum
where the left region represent the high energy region while right represent longest
wavelength which means lower energy.
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Figure 2.1. The scale of wavelength for the Electro-magnetic spectrum.

Figure 2.1. The scale of wavelength for the Electro-magnetic spectrum.

Raman spectroscopy is different from IR spectroscopy in the way that the
radiation is employed. In Infrared Spectroscopy, IR energy covering a certain range
of frequency is directed into a sample. Absorption occurs where the frequency of
incident radiation matches that of a vibration of a molecule, so that molecule is
promoted to an excited state. So the detection for this technique works on the
principle of calculating the loss in the frequency of the beam after it passes through
the sample. To the contrary, Raman spectroscopy utilizes an individual frequency to
excite a specimen, the radiation scattered from the molecules, which is a vibrational
energy unit distinct from the excitation beam, is detected. Consequently, unlike IR
absorption, in Raman technique it is not a requirement for the excitation beam to
have energy equivalent to that of the difference between two electronic states.

Vibrational spectroscopy requires energy to cause nuclear motion to be
detected. If the scattering only involve distortion in the electron cloud, the photons
will scatter with very small frequency change, due to the light weight of the electrons
compared to the nucleus. This kind of scattering is regarded as elastic scattering and
is the dominant kind of scattering, this is called Rayleigh scattering. However, if
nuclear motion is induced during the process, there will be a transfer of energy either
from the incident photon to the molecule or from the molecule to the scattering
photon. In this kind of scattering the process is inelastic and there will be and energy
difference between the incident photon and the scattered photon by one vibrational
unit, this is called Raman scattering.
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Raman scattering by its nature is a weak effect, such that only a single photon
out of 10
! 6 − 108 is Raman scattered. However, this does not mean the technique is
less sensitive since with nowadays modern microscopes, lasers and other accessories,
extremely high power densities can be achieved on a very small area of samples,
Though sample fluorescence and degradation should be taken into account.
Figure 2.2. Raman and Rayleigh scattering procedure. m is the lowest energy state which is at the bottom with higher energy states above it such
as n.

The basic processes that occur for one vibration are shown in (Figure 2.2).
Most molecules at room temperature, are present in the lowest energy vibrational
level. As laser interacts with electrons and causes polarization, the molecules are
transferred into new virtual states, these virtual states are not real states and their
energy is determined by the frequency of the light source used. Rayleigh scattering
will be the most intense scattering since most photons scatter this way. As mentioned
before this does not involve any energy change so the photons of light return to the
same enemy state it was originally in. On the other hand, Raman scattering activity
from the low energy state m
! (ground state) leads to energy absorption, the molecule
that absorbed that energy will be promoted to a state with higher energy n! . This is
called Stokes scattering. Although, some molecules may originally be situated at an

Figure 2.2. Raman and Rayleigh scattering procedure. m is the lowest energy state which is at the
bottom with higher energy states above it such as n.
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excited state such as n! because of the thermal energy, scattering taking place from
this excited state to the lower energy ground state m
! is referred to by the name of
anti-Stokes and involve energy transport to the scattering photons.

The intensity of Stokes and anti-Stokes depends on number of the numerous
states that the molecules can exist in. These numbers can be extracted using the
Boltzmann equation. That said, at room temperature, most molecules will be at a
low-energy states and the molecules the are estimated to be in a high energy state
will be few.

!

Nn
g
−(En − Em )
= n exp
[
]
Nm
gm
kT

(2.4)

N
! n : number of molecules in the excited vibrational state (!n),
N
! m : number of molecules in the ground vibrational state (!m),
! : degeneracy of levels n
g
! and m
! ,
! n − Em : the difference in energy between the energy levels n
E
! and m
! ,

k! : Boltzmann’s constant (!1.3807 × 10−23 JK
! −1).
Therefore, anti-Stokes scattering is going to be weak compared to Stokes
scattering, and will become increasingly weaker as the frequency of vibration
increases, due to the decrease in the population of the excited states. However, antiStokes scattering population would increase compared to Stokes at the moment that
the temperature rises.

The spectrum of cyclohexane shown in (Figure 2.3) shows both anti-Stokes
and Stokes scattering at both sides of the strong Rayleigh scattering, which is offscale because there is no energy shift close to the frequency of the excitation.
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Usually, Raman spectra provide only the low-energy side to show the Stokes
scattering, but some times anti-Stokes is preferred. For instance, if there is
fluorescence interference, these mostly occur at a lower energy than the excitation
frequency, as a result anti-Stokes scattering can be used when avoiding interference
is needed.

Spectrum in (Figure 2.3) displays more than one vibration, this gives
effective Raman scattering i.e. Raman Active. Although, there are basic rules for
selection that is required to understand the vibration pattern, the nature of the
vibration will be discussed in the later section (molecular vibration).

Figure 2.3. Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering of cyclohexane. y-axis has been enlarged to show the
weak anti-Stokes spectrum[9].
Figure 2.3. Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering of cyclohexane. y-axis has been enlarged to show the weak anti-Stokes spectrum[9]

Raman scattering is expressed as the shift of energy between the excitation
−1
radiation and that of the scattered photon and is referred to as Δcm
!
but often

simply as cm
! −1 . The information that interest most users are in the range of
3600-400 cm
! −1 in IR spectroscopy and down to 200 cm
! −1 in Raman spectroscopy
considering this includes most manners of vibration that can characterize a molecule.
Much larger or smaller changes in energy can be studied and modern Raman
equipment can deal effectively with much broader ranges. Raman scattering has one
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specific advantages that it can easily record shifts of 50 cm
! −1 in the laser line with
the correct equipment.

2.2 Molecular Vibrations
Molecules energy can be branched out into several components or ‘degrees of
freedom’, given that the electronic energy remains the same, when the molecule
absorbs a photon that leads the advancement of an electron to a higher energy state.
Three of these degrees are there to express the translation of said molecule in space
and three to express the rotational motion excluding molecules with linear structure
where only two types of rotation are possible. Consider a molecule with N
! atoms, the
possible vibrational degrees of freedom number and vibrations number is 3N
! −6
except for linear structure molecules it would be 3N
! − 5. On that account, a diatomic
molecule will only involve one vibration. In a molecule like oxygen, the vibration is
simply just stretching taking place in the O–O bond. Polarizability of the molecule
will change but any dipole changes will not be induced since there is no dipole in the
molecule, so the vibration is symmetric around the center. Therefore, according to
the selection rules discussed above that oxygen gas will provide a band in the Raman
spectrum but will not give rise to a band in the IR measurement, because with
infrared absorption the absorption with the highest intensity occurs where there is a
change in a dipole. Therefore, asymmetric vibrations that causes this are of high
intensity in the spectrum. However, in some molecules like nitric oxide, NO, one
band may only be shown, but since there is a polarizability change and a dipole, it
will show up on both spectra, Raman and IR.

A triatomic molecule possesses three manners of vibration shown in (Figure
2.4), the first is a symmetrical stretch, the second is a deformation or bending mode
and the last is an asymmetrical stretch. Taking a look at H2O and CO2, a two different
molecules, these clearly demonstrate the vibrations explained above. Higher
frequencies result from stronger bonds and lower frequencies result from heavier
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Figure 2.4. Three vibrational modes for CO2 and H2O.

atoms. The relation between the atom mass and the strength of the bond to the
vibrational frequency can be expressed by Hooke’s Law:

v! =

1
2π c

K
μ

(2.5)

Where:
!c : velocity of light,
!K : force constant of the bond between A and B,
!μ : the reduced mass of atoms A and B of masses M
! A and M
! B.

! =
μ

MA MB
MA + MB

(2.6)

Figure 2.4. Three vibrational modes for CO2 and H2O represented by the Ball-Spring model.

The above mentioned model is extensively employed in the interpretation of
vibrational spectra. However, molecules actually exist as three-dimensional
arrangement with a structure of diverse electron density that covers the whole
molecule. Assuming that one of the molecule vibrates, this will lead to the alteration
of the electron cloud due the change in position of the positive nuclei. Depending on
the type of that change, changes of the dipole moment or polarization will take place.
In a triatomic molecule, a symmetrical stretch will cause a considerable polarization
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changes and consequently strong Raman scattering with little to no change in dipole
and therefore the infrared absorption is weak or non-existent. On the other hand, a
deformation mode can cause a dipole change but slight polarization change and thus,
strong infrared absorption and weak or unobservable Raman scattering.

Illustration of the possible vibration for carbon disulphide shown in (Figure
2.5) along with IR and Raman spectra.
Figure 2.5. Polarization and dipole changes in carbon disulphide, with resultant infrared and Raman spectra[9][11].

Figure 2.5. Carbon disulphide Polarization and dipole changes, with Raman and IR spectra
results[9][11].
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2.3 Group Vibrations
When Assigning the peaks of a spectrum to a specific vibration it is necessary
to realize that more than one bond could be closely together in the molecule and have
similar energies and that will lead to the interaction of these energies and it is the
group vibration of atoms that are combined by these bonds that is observed on the
spectrum. As an example, take a group such as CH2, this group known to exhibit a
symmetric and an asymmetric stretch instead of two individual stretches of CH.
Depending on the geometry of molecules, different groups present different
possibility of vibrations. Examples of this are shown for CH3 and C6H6 (Figures
2.6, 2.7, and 2.8).
Figure 2.6. Diagram showing displacements of benzene and CH3 group in CH3Br. (a) Benzene molecule exhibiting quadrant stretch at 1600 cm-1.
(b) Breathing (symmetric) mode at just a little over 1000 cm-1[9].

Figure 2.6. Diagram showing displacements of benzene and CH3 group in CH3Br. (a)
Benzene molecule exhibiting quadrant stretch at 1600 cm-1. (b) Breathing (symmetric)
mode at just a little over 1000 cm-1[9].
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Figure 2.7. Displacement diagrams. (c) and (d) showing vibrations of C-H at 3000 cm-1. (e) CH3 symmetrical stretch in CH3Br at just above 3000
cm-1[9].

Figure 2.7. Displacement diagrams. (c) and (d) showing vibrations of C-H at 3000 cm-1. (e)
CH3 symmetrical stretch in CH3Br at just beyond 3000 cm-1[9].
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Figure 2.8. Displacement diagrams. (f) CH3 Asymmetrical stretch at just beyond 3000 cm-1. (g) A
bend in CH at around 1450-1500 cm-1. (h) Low frequency stretch below the 600 cm-1 mark[9].

Figure 2.8. Displacement diagrams. (f) CH3 Asymmetrical stretch at just beyond 3000 cm-1. (g) A bend in CH at around 1450-1500 cm-1. (h) Low
frequency stretch below the 600 cm-1 mark[9].

In contrast, if there is a huge difference between the vibration energies of
different bonds or there is a decent separation between the atoms in the molecule,
evaluation can be carried out separately. Therefore, the C-H bond in the CH3 group
of the CH3Br molecule should be dealt with as a group, on the other hand the C-Br
bond vibration is evaluated independently.
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In (Figure 2.6), the specified vibrations of benzene are illustrated in two
distinct manners. Firstly (left side of Figure 2.6) is showing the molecule in its
equilibrium state and the arrows represent the direction of the vibrational
displacement. Secondly (right side of Figure 2.6) is showing the vibrational
movement at its extreme point.

As discussed earlier, Vibration of the C-Br bond is at a frequency that is way
lower than that of CH3 and does not interact substantially with the high displacement
of CH3.

2.4 Spectra Interpretation
Energy ranges can be given to molecule groups that possess distinctive
frequencies which give rise to strong Raman bands. These vibration peaks can be
confirmed to be picked out correctly by their relative intensities.

For example, carbonyl group >C=O which is ionic and asymmetric, if this
group is stretched in a mode analogous to oxygen it will experience a change in its
dipole moment. Thus, it is going to exhibit strong bands in the IR spectrum while
weaker ones in the Raman spectrum. This group is usually found at around 1700
!cm −1.In contrast, groups with symmetric structure like unsaturated (-C=C-) bonds
and disulphide (-S-S-) bonds are strong Raman scatterers, but weak IR absorbers.
Those are present at ~1640 and 500 cm
! −1 respectively. Most experienced
spectroscopist use the knowledge of a particular vibration approximated energy
combined with the relative intensity of that same vibration as the foundation for
assigning the Raman bands. In particular, the 4000-2500 cm
! −1 represents the
absorption range of single bonds (X-H). The 2500-2000 cm
! −1 is considered the
region of multiple bonds (-N=C=O). The 2000-1500 cm
! −1 represent the occurrence
region of the double bonds (-C=O, -C=N, -C=C-). Below the 1500 cm
! −1 region,
certain groups, for example (O=N=O) do possess unique bands although numerous
molecules display patterns which contain complex Carbon-Nitrogen and Carbon-
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Carbon vibration. This is usually referred to as the Fingerprint region. Region below
650 cm
! −1 generally contain bands from groups of inorganic molecules, metalorganic groups or lattice vibrations. The ranges of frequency of the vibrations that
give considerably strong bands in either IR or Raman spectroscopy are presented in
the (Tables 2.1-2.5) [12][13].
Table 2.1. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks determine in Raman spectroscopy (3600-2600 cm-1).

Table 2.1. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks
determined in Raman spectroscopy (3600-2600 cm-1).
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Table 2.2. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks
determined in Raman spectroscopy (2600-1700 cm-1).

Table 2.2. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks determined in Raman spectroscopy (2600-1700 cm-1).
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Table 2.3. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks
determined in Raman spectroscopy (1700-1200 cm-1).

Table 2.3. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks determined in Raman spectroscopy (1700-1200 cm-1).
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Table 2.4. Group and single frequency of vibration for common
peaks determined in Raman spectroscopy (1200-700 cm-1).

Table 2.4. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks determined in Raman spectroscopy (1200-700 cm-1).
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Table 2.5. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks
determined in Raman spectroscopy (700-0 cm-1).

Table 2.5. Group and single frequency of vibration for common peaks determined in Raman spectroscopy (700-0 cm-1).
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These ranges of frequencies are an approximation for the above mentioned
groups in most molecular structures, except a few groups in uncommon or unusual
molecular structures may grant rise to bands that are beyond these ranges. Thickness
of the lines portrayed in these tables demonstrate the relative strength. These tables
serve as a starting point for the assignment of Raman peaks. However, a more
difficult challenge is the estimation of the relative intensities of the those peaks.

This method is often used in spectroscopy. However, modern laboratories
utilize a libraries of electronically stored spectra to match specific peaks to specific
vibrations.

Compared to infrared, spectra collected with Raman technique is rather
simpler. Environmentally sensitive bands such as NH and OH, are weak and wide,
while the main structural bands are sharp and strong. The degree of this distinction
can be shown by the fact that organic molecules test by Raman can use water as a
solvent. This demonstrate the the organic molecules relatively strong bands
compared to the weak bands of OH in water. Therefore, Raman spectra of actually
large molecules show clear bands compared to IR spectroscopy, where large
molecules could give a huge number of possible bands which would be hard to
interpret.

2.5 Excitation Source
Visible laser is the most widely used source of excitation, as they are readily
obtainable and can be quite compact which leads to compact spectrometer design.
Since Raman peaks are shaper than peaks obtained by absorption in the visible range,
and are measured as the shift of wavelength from the excitation, a monochromatic
source of excitation is mandatory when data of high grade is needed to be achieved,
so a good quality laser has to be utilized. However, low-cost, low-powered lasers
have been employed in modern instrument and was able to obtain somewhat broad
and weak but recognizable spectra.
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One of the main challenges is the separation of the Raman shifted wavelength
and other light collected to prevent the detector from being flooded, this was
achieved via filter technology. Lately, filter technology has been enhanced by the
development of modern edge and notch filters. Notch filter is the most widely used,
its purpose is to prevent frequency of the incident light from passing through and
only allowing Raman frequency to pass. One the main advantages of notch filters is
that it is small and efficient. This has lead to the reduction of Raman spectrometers
while also improving the efficiency. After passing the notch filter the radiation is
then sent into the detector which in its simplest form is a CCD. CCD is a device that
is constructed from a number of silicon sectors, each of these sectors is addressed to
the computer, that way it is possible to distinguish each frequency form the scattered
light.

The main disadvantage of utilizing excitation source in the visible region is
fluorescence, which is common to all spectrometer with visible excitation and
particularly a serious issue. Since Raman scattered photon are few and weak
compared to Rayleigh scattering, a high power laser source is used to provide high
power density, which can cause fluorescence not only for the sample that is being
studied but also any impurity which may exist within the sample, this give rise to
large intense signals. Considering fluorescence occurs at energy ranges below that of
the excitation source, it can be very intense in the region of the Stokes Raman
scattering. For that reason, it usually causes interference with Raman scattering.

To overcome this problem, some Raman systems use completely different
approach to collecting the spectra, these are called FT Raman spectrometer (Figure
2.9) which use a NIR(Near Infrared) laser of fixed wavelength which is at 1064nm.
However, this requires the use of an Interferometer to collect the reflected light
instead of a CCD, which is outside the scope of this study.
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Figure 2.9. Schematic of NIR FT Raman instrument[19].

Figure 2.9. Schematic of NIR FT Raman instrument[19].

2.6 Sample Preparation and Handling
Raman technique is well known of requiring little to no sample preparation. A
typical example of that is the rubber duck of Hendra[14]. A little child’s duck was
originally assumed to be composed of rubber, the toy was directly positioned under
the beam of a spectrometer, nearly instantly a spectrum of polypropylene was
registered.

While a wide extent of materials could be inspected this way, a lot of other
samples necessitate some kind of preparation or some proper mounting for the
sample. Raman sample presentation is hardly a concern for bulk materials, as this
technique does not require precise beam positioning for qualitative inspection. Direct
mounting of materials into the beam as solids, powders, and polymer films is
possible, It is possible to examine materials inside glass tubes, vials, and polymer
containers. Nevertheless, specimens and laser position can be optimized for precise
quantitative inspections. On some situations the sample angle according to the laser
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beam should be taken into consideration as some crystalline samples will undergo
orientation effects, this can be averted out by rotating the sample.

All that said about preparation, some things must be taken into consideration
while inspecting a sample, as the largest problem in Raman spectroscopy arise from
sample burning and fluorescence. Impurities causing fluorescence in some situations
can be burnt out by keeping the specimen for a few minute under the excitation laser
beam or sometimes overnight, this process works because the fluorophore undergo
light absorption, so it is degraded by choice. However, this process should be carried
out with care, considering the sample itself may undergo degradation. Other
precautions can be taken to prevent sample burning such as dispersing the sample in
other mediums that are not Raman active(e.g., KCl or KBr).

For samples which are located inside a matrix such as a solution or a
container, the comparative scattering intensities must be considered for the container
and the sample before the acquisition and interpretation of the spectrum. For
example, an empty polythene bottle inspected under the beam will give rise to bands
due to polythene, but if the same bottle is filled a strong Raman scattered such as
sulphur, only the sulphur bands will show bands in the spectrum, because the
polythene bands will be too weak compared to the sulphur. For this reason Raman is
suitable for the inspection of samples located in aqueous solution and inside
containers made of glass, because water and glass both are weak scattered and should
only be taken into account when inspecting really weak solutions.

Many liquids and powders can be inspected directly by putting the containers
they are originally supplied with in front of the beam. So, if the specimen is supplied
in a vial, bottle or any other container given that the sample has a strong Raman
band, the color or shape of the container is of little importance.
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Orientation for crystalline powders and particle size can affect and cause a
change in the spectrum. It is shown while using Inorganic materials that the Raman
intensity increases with the decrease in particle size[15],[16],[17]. The theoretical
aspect of that has been discussed by Schrader and Bergmann [18].

If a specimen is spread within a matrix, for example, a filler in a resin or a
polymer, droplets in an emulsion, an unexpected quick drop in Raman signal can
take place when particle size is below the illumination wavelength. An instance of
this is the characteristic clear Raman signal of titanium dioxide when in solid bulk
form but non-existent or weak spectra if it was dispersed in polythene as a filler.
2.7 Calibration
The question that is constantly being asked by industrial spectroscopist and
scientists, is how to ensure that the instrument being used is working as intended.
This is of quite importance if quantitative work is to be performed. This topic is
continuously being researched to find a simple standard and methods for calibration.
A publication on that subject is presented by McCreery[19].

Most of the performed checks on the instruments are to make sure the
location of the wavenumber or x-axis is accurate. These checks are better
characterized as performance checks. Some materials which has strong unique bands,
such as Barium sulphate at 988 cm
! −1 , silicon at 520 cm
! −1 , diamond at 1364 cm
! −1 ,
are now used by some manufacturers to calibrate their instruments. Furthermore,
indene[20], sulphur, and cyclohexane have a unique band spot for measures on
dispersive instruments.

Utilizing a neon lamp on the axis of the beam provides a convenient way
which could be used as a calibration standard[21]. Compounds have been proposed
as viable Raman wavenumber standard such as Halogenated dies and
cyclohexane[22].
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A standard on the ASTM for calibrating Raman shift axis has been
established ( ASTM E 1840 ). Eight chemicals: cyclohexane, polystyrene, sulphur,
benzonitrile, 1,4-bis(2-methylstyryl) benzene, 50/50(v/v)toluene/acetonitrile,
naphthalene, 4-acetmido-phenol had their Raman spectra documented and reported
by six different laboratories utilizing both FT and dispersive Raman. Aside from a
small number of values at low and high frequency, a standard deviations were
reported of less than 1 cm
! −1.
For the calibration of the y-axis, a straightforward, practical standard was
proposed based on the usage of luminescent standards (fluorophores)[23]. While
Raman standards are becoming more obtainable, there is still no single universal,
simple, sample that calibrates both intensity and wavenumber in the same spectrum,
as the luminescent standard method has to be carried out in the same geometry of
sampling as the sample of interest. Position of the wavenumber is subject to change
depending on several features of the instrument especially in FT Raman systems[24].
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2.7 Data Handling and Manipulation
2.7.1 Production of spectra
Raman instruments can be operated mostly without the need of a background
reference spectra. The produced spectra can be affected by many variables, some of
which are, the Raman instrumentation itself, and the process used to manipulate the
data after collection. Other features that are related to the instrument such as beam
splitters, filters, can affect the spectra as well.

Back when Raman instruments rarely used digital displays, it was readily
obvious if a spectrum was weak. Now spectrum could be produced to appear strong
by changing the intensity scale. If caution is not taken while reading the intensity
scale, it is easy to miss a weak spectrum. A weak spectrum may point to several
issues such as poor preparation, not enough sample quantity, or it could mean that
sample has been diluted, or simply could be the specimen is a weak scatterer. In that
last case, spectra arise could be from a contaminant within the sample that has a
strong Raman bands. Additionally, spectra may be scaled and overlaid each other for
comparison. This is normally accomplished by pick a common band. However,
spectroscopists with more experience will mostly look at the noise located further
from the main peaks to estimate their relative intensity in the original form.
Although, modern software most of the time include smoothing functions which help
in the production of spectra, these smoothing functionality can be utilized to get rid
of the noise and prevent intensity estimation.
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2.7.2 Spectra manipulation
Spectra can be manipulated by smoothing, spectral subtraction, baseline
flattening, expansion and several other methods using a plethora of softwares. As
soon as the initial spectrum been produced, additional manipulation should be carried
out with intensive care. Although the manipulation might give the spectrum a pretty
look, it will lead to the loss of crucial information which might be essential for
interpretation.

Possibly the most threatening feature of manipulation is the excessive use of
smoothing. This in most cases will make a small features of spectra look like a large
feature by smoothing out any noise inside the recorded range, to obtain clean band,
which may give the sense of a major feature. The specific band being minor does not
mean it is unimportant. It may very well be quite important. However, it might be
possible that the band was for an impurity or other false cause in the spectrum.
Nonetheless, these modern data manipulation softwares could be extremely effective
if handled correctly.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
3.1 Instrumentation
This Raman spectrometer has five major components, an excitation laser
source, light collector, mirrors, notch filter, and a detector. This kind of Raman
spectrometer is based on the technique of dispersive Raman spectroscopy which uses
a grating to separate the incoming signal into its components and project it into a
CCD array.

3.2 Spectrometer Components
The components used in the construction of this spectrometer are listed in
(Table 3.1.) below with detailed specifications of each component.
No.

Component Name

Component Specifications

1

Laser source

532 nm pen-type laser with 15nm BW

2

Aluminum mirrors

THORLABS λ /10 aluminum laser line mirrors with MK100
mount

3

Band-stop filter

THORLABS NF533-17 ⌀25mm notch filter
Center wavelength : 533 nm
FWHM of Block region : 17 nm

4

Objective lens

OLYMPUS High NA 10⨉ / 0.25 objective lens

5

Fiber optic cable

THORLABS M14L01 SMA-SMA Fiber Patch Cable, ⌀50
µm, 1 Meter long.

6

CCD Detector

THORLABS CCS100 CCD Spectrometer
350 -700 nm wavelength range

7

Collector

THORLABS F810SMA-635

8

Power supply

5 volts generic power supply for the laser

Table 3.1. Components of the Raman spectrometer bench.

Table 3.1. Components of the Raman spectrometer.
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(Figure 3.1.) below shows the transmission range of the NF533-17 notch
filter mentioned in the (Table 3.1.) above.

Figure 3.1. Transmission graph for the NF533-17 notch filter (Table 2.6. No. 3), graph obtained
from THORLABS website[25].
Figure 3.1. Transmission graph for the NF533-17 notch filter (Table 2.6. No. 3), graph obtained from THORLABS website[25].

The excitation source is a green laser with a wavelength of 532 nm, the
reason of this choice was that the Raman scattering intensity is proportionally related
to the λ! −4, where λ! represents the wavelength of the laser. Such that, a scattering at
532 nm is 4.7 more efficient than a scattering at 785 nm, and a 1064 nm laser
decreases the factor of the scattering intensity by 16, this means that scanning time is
much lower at low wavelength than at high wavelength[26].

Also, green laser is more suitable for the use with inorganic metallurgical
samples for example, carbon nanotubes and other carbon materials and in this case
Boron Nitride[27].
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3.3 Optical Configuration
In this work, the Raman spectrometer design is constructed from a 532nm
pen-type low cost laser source with 15nm BW (Bandwidth), a super notch filter, two
aluminum mirrors, and a high NA 10x objective lens. all of which are mounted on
top of an aluminum plate (Figure 3.2.).
Figure 3.2. A 3D model of the Raman bench.

Figure 3.2. A 3D model of the Raman bench.

The aluminum base plate has a matrix of holes drilled through, the holes are
used to mount the optical parts in any configuration, which helps with the calibration
and fine tuning of the laser path.

The laser beam (Figure 3.3 - A) is projected into the first aluminum mirror
(Figure 3.3 - B), this mirror is used for laser stabilization because the laser mount is
rigid and can not be manipulated easily, this mirror gives the laser line more
flexibility for alignment, the mirror then guides the laser beam into the second
aluminum mirror (Figure 3.3 - C), this mirror aligns the projection of the laser beam
into the notch filter (Figure 3.3 - D) in such a way to allow for spatial filtering. The
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notch filter will prevent the laser from passing through to the collector owing to the
fact that it is a band stop filter which stops the excitation wavelength from going
through, and at the same time will behave as a reflector that reflects the laser into the
objective lens (Figure 3.3 - E) that will focus the laser onto a sample.

Figure 3.3. Raman bench Top-View draft. (A) laser source, (B) aluminum mirror #1, (C) aluminum
mirror #2, (D) notch filter, (E) 10x objective lens, (F) light collector. Blue line and arrowheads
represents the laser path and direction. Red line and arrowheads represents the Raman bands and
their direction.
Figure 3.3. Raman bench Top-View draft. (A) laser source, (B) aluminum mirror #1, (C) aluminum mirror #2, (D) notch filter, (E) 10x objective
lens, (F) light collector. Blue line and arrowheads represents the laser path and direction. Red line and arrowheads represents the Raman bands
and their direction.

After a sample has been irradiated with the laser, Raman scattering will take
place as well as Rayleigh scattering. The Raman and Rayleigh scattered photons
reflects back through the lens and into the notch filter. Since Rayleigh scattered
photons have the same wavelength of the excitation source it will not be able to pass
through the filter only Raman scattered photons are going to be able to pass through
in the back reflected mode because their wavelength has been shifted. When the
Raman photons has passed through the notch filter, it will then be delivered to the
collector (Figure 3.3 - F), the collector is then connected to the spectrometer by
means of fibre optic coupling.
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This whole configuration is then placed onto a translation stage for raster
scanning so that optical system can be moved with micro-meter precision as the
sample is kept stationary.

Figure 3.4. The Raman bench mounted on top of a translation stage.
Figure 3.4. The Raman bench mounted on top of a translation stage.

3.4 Data Acquisition
Spectral data is acquired as an (x, y) pairs, whereas the x represents the
wavelength axis and the y represents the intensity at the specified x point. The
collection of this data from the spectrometer CCD is carried out by a software
interface built for this purpose. This software interface was built using C++/QT
Framework, the interface communicate with the spectrometer utilizing the NI VISA
instrument driver, the spectrometer API(Applications Programming Interface) is
written in pure C, a C/C++ wrapper was used to warp the C functions to be used in
the C++ environment, in this way we can send actions to the spectrometer and
receive the spectral data back. The stream of data is then displayed as a spectrum as
shown in (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. Showing the C++/QT Framework software interface with a raw non-processed PDMS
spectrum.
Figure 3.5. Showing the C++/QT Framework software interface with a raw non-processed PDMS spectrum.

3.5 Display of Spectra
Raman spectra is displayed as the shift in wavelength, which is called the
Raman shift. The shift is normally only calculated for the Stokes region, this
calculation can be carried out through the following equation:
!
Δϖ
=

1
1
−
( λ0 λ1 )

(3.1)

Commonly Raman shift is expressed in (!cm −1) so the above equation can be scaled
accordingly:
!
Δϖ
(cm −1) =

1
1
(107 n m)
−
×
( λ0(n m) λ1(n m) )
(cm)

Where:
!Δϖ

: Raman shift expressed in wavenumber,

!λ 0

: Excitation source wavelength,

!λ1

: Raman wavelength.
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(3.2)

3.6 Surface Mapping Design Concept
Figure 3.6. An illustration of how the surface mapping is done by representing the scanning path with the green line and the grid representing the
resolution of the scan.

One of the main objectives for developing this Raman spectrometer is to
acquire surfaces chemical maps, this can be achieved by using the spectrometer in
scanning mode, this procedure is carried out by mounting the spectrometer bench
into a 3D axis system, each axis is connected to a stepper motor, these stepper motors
allow micro-meter precision movement on all axis, The movement of these axes is
automated using a Arduino UNO micro-controller which is connected to the same
software interface discussed earlier. The Arduino code communicates with the
software interface via serial interface. The raster scanning process is executed by

Figure 3.6. An illustration of how the surface mapping is done by representing the scanning
path with the green line and the grid representing the resolution of the scan.
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subsequently scanning each point of the surface and assigning a color to that point
according to its chemical fingerprint, then these points is saved into a matrix which is
then rendered into a surface map to show the chemical composition of the scanned
surface.

The data is rendered using OpenGL into a 3D map, the software for this has
already been written using the same framework mentioned earlier. Below is a
screenshot (Figure 3.7) of the software

Figure 3.7. The Raman surface mapper developed using Qt/C++ running on macOS.

Figure 3.7. The Raman surface mapper developed using Qt/C++ running on macOS.
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3.7 Sample Preparation
As mentioned in the earlier chapter Raman spectroscopy needs little to no
sample preparation. The calibrations samples such as PDMS was prepared by casting
it on top of a microscope slide. PDMS has a unique Raman vibrations which is great
for calibrating the Raman instrument.
Figure 3.8. PDMS casting on a microscope slide.

Figure 3.8. PDMS casting on a microscope slide.

Meanwhile the Acetone sample was prepared by pouring some Acetone into
LDPE (Low Density Polyethylene) container and Ethanol was simply tested inside a
volumetric flask glassware. These compounds were used for the reason they have a
clear and unique Raman bands, and were able to be tested inside their containers
without effecting the resultant spectra.

Figure 3.9. Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol) in a volumetric flask.
Figure 3.9. Ethyl Alcohol (Ethanol) in a volumetric flask.
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Figure 3.10. Acetone in LDPE.
Figure 3.10. Acetone in LDPE.

Samples mentioned above were all used for the spectrometer calibration to
make sure the spectrometer outputs correct spectra for the corresponding compound.
After that the spectrometer is ready to be used on actual test samples, Boron Nitride
was tested after being prepared as thin films grown on top of a silicon substrate by
Closed Field Unbalanced Magnetron Sputtering (CFUBMS) by Teer Coating Ltd.
system using Taguchi L9 (33) design of experiments model.
Figure 3.11. Boron Nitride samples prepared by CFUBMS.

Figure 3.11. Boron Nitride samples prepared by CFUBMS.
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3.8 Spectrometer Calibration
Calibration of the spectrometer was carried out using organic samples such as
Ethanol, Acetone and Di-Ethyl-Ether, and organo-scilicon compounds such as PDMS
(polydimethylsiloxane).
Spectrum data of these compounds were collected using the spectrometer
developed in this study and compared with data collected for the same compounds
using different spectrometers and from literature. Results of the calibration will be
presented in the later chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results collected through the instrument designed in this
study will be represented and compared to results collected from other Raman
instruments.

Spectral data are collected and post processing methods are applied to the raw
data such as baseline correction and Lorentzian curve fitting so that the data can be
displayed and compared against a database of Raman spectra.

4.1 Calibration Results
(Figure 4.1) below shows the Raman spectrum of a (PDMS)
(Polydimethylsiloxane) specimen that was collected using the instrument developed
in this work, PDMS is a polymeric organosilicon compound that was used as a
calibration sample for its clear and distinctive Raman spectrum.

Figure 4.1. PDMS spectrum collected at an integration time of 10000 ms and fitted with a
Lorentzian function to show the peaks.
Figure 4.1. PDMS spectrum collected at an integration time of 10000 ms and fitted with a Lorentzian function to show the peaks.
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Comparing the above PDMS spectrum with the one below (Figure 4.2), it is obvious
that both spectra display the same peak pattern

Figure 4.2. Spectrum of PDMS collected by Mark Pollard using 532 nm laser at the
Danish National Metrology Institute obtained by Ibsen Photonics spectrometer[28].

Figure 4.2. Spectrum of PDMS collected by Mark Pollard using 532 nm laser at the Danish National Metrology Institute obtained by Ibsen
Photonics spectrometer[28].
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Ethanol (CH3CH2OH) spectrum was collected with 10000 ms integration
time and also fitted with a Lorentzian function is represented in (Figure 4.3), where
the CH3 and CH2 groups showing active Raman bands at around the 2900 cm −1
wavenumber mark, and the C-O band at 1093-1137 cm
! −1 mark.

Figure 4.3. Ethanol Raman spectrum collected at 10000 ms integration time using the instrument
developed through the study.
Figure 4.3. Ethanol Raman spectrum collected at 10000 ms integration time using the instrument developed through the study.
Figure 4.4. Ethanol and Methanol Raman spectra [27].

Figure 4.4. Ethanol and Methanol Raman spectra collected by HORIBA Scientific spectrometer[29]
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As shown in Figures above Ethanol spectrum obtained through this study and
ethanol spectrum collected by HORIBA Instruments[29] display the same Raman
active bands.

Figure 4.5. Collection of Ethanol Raman data in progress.

Figure 4.5. Collection of Ethanol Raman data in progress.
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Figure 4.6. Acetone Raman spectrum.

Figure 4.6. Acetone Raman spectrum.

Another Raman spectrum (Figure 4.6) is captured with the device developed
in this study, which belongs to Acetone, shows results that are in accordance with
literature[30].
Figure 4.7. Di-Ethyl-Ether Raman Spectrum

Also Di-Ethyl-Ether Raman spectrum was captured as illustrated in figure
above (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7. Di-Ethyl-Ether Raman Spectrum
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High quality data was able to be acquired using the device constructed in this
work, as we can see below, (Table 4.1) showing peak by peak comparison to
calculate the accuracy of the spectra that has been achieved using this spectrometer
compared to the data acquired from the SDBS[31] data base.

Sample
Compound

Diethyl Ether
(C2H5)2O

Acetone
C3H6O

Ethanol
C2H5OH

Acquired Data

SDBS[31] Data

Single Peak
Accuracy %

2968

2978

99.7

1496

1460

97.5

1174

1164

99.1

937

848

89.5

560

443

73.6

2933

2921

99.6

1691

1708

99.0

805

787

97.7

2985

2973

99.6

2933

2927

99.8

2886

2876

99.7

1466

1455

99.2

1137

1097

96.4

1093

1063

97.2

886

884

99.8

Spectrometer Average Overall Accuracy

Compound
Average
Accuracy %

91.9

98.8

98.8

96.5

Table 4.1. Comparison between the data acquired using the spectrometer developed in this study
against data provided by the SDBS[31] spectra database
Table 4.1. Comparison between the data acquired using the spectrometer developed in this study against data provided by the SDBS[31] spectra database
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4.2 Boron Nitride Results
Figure 4.8. Boron-nitride on a silicone substrate spectrum showing Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman scattering at 10000 ms integration time.

Figure 4.8. Boron-nitride on a silicone substrate spectrum showing Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman
scattering at 10000 ms integration time.

The Raman spectrum displayed above in (Figure 4.8) belongs to a Boron
Nitride film that is grown on a silicon substrate using Closed Field Unbalanced
Magnetron Sputtering (CFUBMS). The spectrum shows Raman active bands on both
sides of the excitation radiation wavelength, the possibility of lattice stresses might
have resulted in these anti-Stokes shifts due to some intrinsic excitations of phonons.

The Raman spectrum presented in (Figure 4.9) is from a Boron Nitride
sample produced by (CFUBMS)[32], which in itself is captured using the
spectrometer developed in this work. The Raman band at 699 cm can be attributed to
the TiN TO vibration mode, another vibration at 781 cm
! −1 belongs to the
rhombohedral BN phase[33]. Moreover, the cBN TO mode X-branch is shown on the
spectrum by the vibrations at 881 cm. However, since these vibrations are lower than
the ones shown in the literature[34]. these could be related to layer stresses.
Vibrations 1071 and 1124 cm
! −1 conform to the modes of TO (Γ) and cBN LO (L)
respectively. The 1291 cm
! −1 vibration can be assigned to LO (Γ). Notably, the shifts
that are obtained from the middle of the Brillouin region Γ, these shifts represent an
important attribute in terms of understanding this substance considering the
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Figure 4.9. Raman spectrum of Boron Nitride on Silicone substrate[29].

information they provide will be quite useful for investigating the Brillouin region
structure in regard to the crystal structure. Furthermore, the 1357 cm
! −1 band
resemble the h-BN E2g vibration mode. Contrary to the hexagonal structure, there is
no division into LO and TO modes, though it provides informations about the quality
of the crystal. The vibration at 1617 cm
! −1 denote to the C=C bond vibrations and is
believed to be raising from a B4C source. Further modes of high-frequency are
thought to be high-frequency modes of BN phases. For that reason, it is realized that
there are h-BN and r-BN phases in addition to the c-BN phase. More analysis and
investigation for the other lines are ongoing to understand the reason behind them.
Figure 4.9. Raman spectrum of Boron Nitride on Silicone substrate[29].
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
A compact dispersive Raman spectrometer has been developed in this study
using relatively cheap parts, and able to produce spectra that are in good agreement
with the literature. Raman surface imaging is possible by utilizing the spectrometer
ability of molecular identification and fingerprinting, this is carried out by doing
raster scans on the specified surface, even though no surface map has been acquired
yet, the software for the mapping has already been developed, this grants the ability
to determine the chemical composition distribution of a surface. However, some
improvement can be introduced to the device by using high quality high power laser
and also by using a better technique to collect the scattered light.
5.2 Future Work
There is still more room for improvement for the spectrometer. As it is shown
in the earlier chapter, some of the spectra are not very clean due to the induced noise
caused by the components used and the low quality laser. A better high quality laser
with less spread could introduce a huge improvement to the resultant spectra. Using
overall better quality and more sensitive component should reduce noise and
improve quality of spectra.
Acquiring surface maps using the spectrometer as the software has already
been developed but the hardware was not ready for some unfortunate events.
Automatic spectra identification will improve efficiency and the surface
mapping aspect of the spectrometer, such identification could be introduced by using
machine learning concept that can be implemented in the spectrometer software in
the form of convolutional neural networks that can be trained from the spectra
acquired by the same spectrometer.
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